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Market Street East: A Promising Future?
By Jessica Abel

o

nce a booming retail and transportation hub, Philadelphia’s Market
Street East area has been in decline over the past few decades. Despite
turnarounds in other areas of Center City and sporadic government
efforts, significant obstacles have hindered the restoration of this area. In this
paper, we will examine the causes of this area's decline and consider
recommendations for future redevelopment. Two of the foremost strategies to
promote growth in this submarket are to implement changes in tax structure
and promote cohesive development among private developers.
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LOCATION
Market Street East is the area between 6 th Street on the east, Broad Street on
the west, Chestnut Street to the south, and Arch Street to the north. The area is
east of City Hall and adjacent to the newly expanded Pennsylvania Convention
Center1. Independence Mall and the United States Courthouse at 601 Market
Street, form its eastern boundary. City Hall, Philadelphia Municipal Court (1339
Chestnut Street) and Philadelphia Criminal Justice Center (1301 Filbert Street)
are along Market Street East’s western boundary. Other judicial buildings
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located within Market Street East including: United States Bankruptcy Court at
900 Market Street and Philadelphia Family Court at 34 S. 11th Street. It also
contains Philadelphia’s main bus station at 10th and Filbert Streets, and
borders Chinatown. The submarket lies within Philadelphia’s Center City
District. (See map on previous page.)
HISTORY

“With nine floors of
retail and an
extremely large staff,
this was one of the
most extravagant
buildings and
locations in the area.”

Historically, Market Street East was defined by the presence of several high-end
department stores founded in the early 20th century. The most prominent of
these were Wanamaker's and Strawbridge & Clothier, built in 1910. Occupying
a full block at 1300 Market Street, Wanamaker’s was the first department store
built in Philadelphia and was designed by famous Chicago architect Daniel
Burnham2. With nine floors of retail and an extremely large staff, this was one
of the most extravagant buildings and locations in the area. The building’s
lower floors are now occupied by Macy’s, with the upper floors used for office
space.
“The modern building of

Market Street East is also home to a
beautiful Beaux Arts-style building,
which was the headquarters and
flagship store for Strawbridge &
Clothier. Located at 8th and Market,
Strawbridge
&
Clothier
was
instrumental in remaking the American
shopping experience in the late 1920s.
This urban shopping experience
supported other large establishments in
the area: Lit Brothers, another large
department store located at 701 Market
Street (now the Mellon Bank Center),
Gimbels Department Store at 8th and
Market, and the Reading Terminal
Market--formerly two indoor markets
at 12th and Market.

Strawbridge & Clothier, built
between 1928 and 1932”
Source: The Department
Store Museum.

The Philadelphia Saving Fund Society (now the Loews Hotel) at 1200 Market
Street, built in 1932, was designed with International style architecture,
departing from the traditional bank design. The Philadelphia Saving Fund
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“Despite all of the
design and city
planning, this urban
mall development was
unable to achieve the
popularity hoped for…”

Society had a T-shaped tower with a polished marble facade base. This became
one of the first and most important skyscrapers in America and is still a
Philadelphia landmark with its iconic PSFS sign on the top 3. All of this was
accessed via the Reading Terminal, situated just above its namesake market. As
Philadelphia and the rest of the nation became suburbanized and automobilecentric in the decades after World War II, Market Street East faced competition
from other growing neighborhoods, beginning its long decline. Area properties
became increasingly distressed and lost prominence.
PAST REDEVELOPMENT EFFORTS
In the 1970s, efforts to redevelop the Market Street East area failed repeatedly.
City planners tried numerous strategies to bring back the luster to Market
Street. There was a long-running project to replace the old Reading Terminal
with the underground Market East Station for the Southeastern Pennsylvania
Transportation Authority (SEPTA). This allowed SEPTA’s two rail systems to
interconnect.

The Gallery at Market East.
Source: The Bridge and Tunnel
Club.

The Gallery officially opened in 1977; at its
peak, the Gallery had about 130 stores. The
main entrance to the Gallery is at 9th and
Market, but on street level The Gallery runs
from 9th to 11th Street between Market and
Filbert Streets. The four levels of the Gallery
are parallel to Market Street and accessible
through the basement level of the now-closed
Strawbridge’s and Clothier at 8th and Market,
as well as through an underground concourse
connecting to the Market-Frankford Line.
Another short concourse connects the Gallery
with the Reading Terminal Market, Hard Rock
Cafe, and Marriott Hotel. Despite all of the
design and city planning, this urban mall development was unable to achieve
the popularity hoped for and proved unsuccessful in securing leases for highend stores.
In the early 1990s, there was even short-lived discussion of a Disney theme
park at 8th and Market. Recently, Foxwoods considered opening a casino: the 24
-hour operation would bring more housing, more height and more lights (with
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electronic signage) to the area. This proposition also imploded, due to city
opposition and the large investment required, which Foxwoods did not have4.
These grandiose ideas and plans were efforts to turn Market Street East into
something it was not. Instead of trying to reinvent the whole area, smaller
incremental developments will prove more successful. This redevelopment
effort should include the renovation of existing buildings while effectively
utilizing the area's landmarks such as the Reading Terminal Market and the
buildings formerly occupied by Wanamaker's and Strawbridge & Clothier.
Center City as a whole has been growing in prosperity, and other areas of the
city have been successfully redeveloped in the past few decades. Located on the
Northeast Corridor between New York City and Washington, DC, Center City
has millions of square feet of office space, a newly expanded convention center,
new hotels, exciting restaurants and nightlife, and vibrant residential
communities. The government has assisted in preserving the rich heritage of
Philadelphia while also adapting it
to the future. These principles
enabled the city to redevelop the
Old City District with the help of a
few new investors and the
promotion of small business
development. The Center City
District has relied on the basics to
revitalize this area: including
increased shopping, more dining
establishments, new hotels to serve
the Pennsylvania Convention Center, and cleaner and safer streets.

Reading Terminal Market.
Source: www.uwishunu.com

CURRENT AND FUTURE DEVELOPMENT
Market East holds the same potential for success as its surrounding areas—
which include the 13th Street Corridor, Rittenhouse Square and Old City. These
areas have already undergone successful redevelopment. Now, Philadelphia’s
planning and development focus needs to be shifted to the revitalization of
Market Street East in order to improve the gaps and discontinuity for
pedestrians. If Market Street East were a more inviting, safer area for walkers,
people would be encouraged to walk through Market Street East, from the west
side of Broad Street to the historical district in the east. The distasteful and
vacant storefronts and blank walls on Chestnut and Market Streets are off© 2013 The Philadelphia Real Estate Council
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putting to the typical pedestrian and slow the progress of this potential
revitalization.
The Plan for Center City, released in 1988, offered a vision for different
downtown districts, including Market West, Market East, City Hall and Penn
Square, Chestnut Street, Parkway, and the Delaware Riverfront. At that time,
Source: Center City District /
Central Philadelphia
Development Corporation

the Philadelphia Development Corporation hoped that “Market East would
prosper as a center for shopping, entertainment and hospitality 5.” The new
Convention Center helped improve the area and spurred hotel growth. The
Marriott is located at 1201 Market Street and includes as part of its complex the
Residence Inn Philadelphia and Courtyard Marriott Downtown. The PSFS
building was repurposed into the Loews Hotel in 2000, and a Hard Rock Cafe
opened in the former Reading Terminal Headhouse. There are other new or
repurposed hotels surrounding the Convention Center. However, there are still
not enough hotels or nightlife to serve the area.
6
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Philadelphia made significant improvements and met the hopes of the 1988
plans in other areas of the city. For example, the Delaware Riverfront has seen
an incredible transformation over the past 20 years. However, the goals for
Market Street East were left unmet.
In the past two years, PREIT (Philadelphia Real Estate Investment Trust), the
owner of The Gallery, has made some promising transactions which indicate
more positive change coming to the area. The Gallery has over 1.1 million
usable square feet and its current anchors include Big Kmart, Burlington Coat
Factory, and Old Navy. In December of 2011, PREIT signed a lease with the
owner and publisher of The Philadelphia Inquirer and the Daily News,
Philadelphia Media Network, for 125,000 square feet of space in the former
Strawbridge & Clothier space, which is one of the anchors of The Gallery.

“...the city still needs
to focus on ways to
attract tourists from
Independence Mall
and the Convention
Center…”

In the third quarter of 2012, Philadelphia Media Network moved into its new
headquarters6. Philadelphia Media Network brought an additional 600
employees to the area. In addition, PREIT has made several upgrades to the
building to increase the building’s appeal to potential occupants. Due to these
upgrades and historical preservations, 801 Market Street was awarded LEED
Gold Certification by the United States Green Building Council (USGBC). In an
increasingly sustainability-conscious society, it is hoped the LEED Gold rating
will increase the desirability of 801 Market. Although promoting sustainability
may help 801 Market Street, the city still needs to focus on ways to attract
tourists from Independence Mall and the Convention Center, and most
importantly, transform The Gallery into something more inviting for passersby.
In an attempt to gain more control of the Market Street East corridor, PREIT
made a recent purchase of 901 Market Street, a block west of the main entrance
to The Gallery, from Vornado Realty Trust, a New York-based Real Estate
Investment Trust. 901 Market Street is a 430,000 square foot building and cost
PREIT around $300 million in acquisition and renovation expenses7. This
purchase gives PREIT more flexibility to meet its goal of turning The Gallery
into a modern, upscale urban shopping mall. However, Septa still owns a
portion of the area, as The Gallery connects to the Market East Station,
preventing easy redevelopment by PREIT alone.

© 2013 The Philadelphia Real Estate Council
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TAX LAWS HINDER GROWTH
Although these are strong indications the area will finally see redevelopment,
several additional conditions must be met before the level of rehabilitation the
city is hoping for is reached. The city’s current tax structure is a prominent
issue and hinders the growth and redevelopment of Market East Street as a
business hub. Philadelphia has been losing market share of office jobs to its
suburbs at a faster rate than its peer cities. Philadelphia’s wage tax—enacted in
the 1930s, when Philadelphia held 90% of metro area office space—rose from
1% to almost 5% in 1990. The wage tax dropped to 3.928% in 2012, but it is
still higher than Philadelphia’s surrounding areas. The large hike in wage tax in
the 1980s encouraged businesses to move their offices and employees outside
city limits.
In addition to the city wage tax, Philadelphia also has a Use and Occupancy
(U&O) tax. Although the rent per square foot is almost equivalent in
Philadelphia and its surrounding areas, the tax adds additional dollars per
square foot, which can range as high as a 57% surcharge on downtown
occupancy costs.4 Philadelphia’s tax rates are substantially higher than those of
other major cities as well as its surrounding suburbs. This makes it particularly
difficult for Philadelphia to compete with other cities for businesses’
Philadelphia Local Tax Rates Compared to Other Cities and Suburban Jurisdictions, 2003

Philadelphia

Average
Rate in 20
Largest
Cities

Average
Rate in PA
Suburbs

% by which
Philadelphia
Exceeds Other
Cities

% by which
Philadelphia
Exceeds
Suburbs

4.4625%

0.79%

0.745%

462

499

6.5%

0.65%

0

907

N.A.

Business Gross Receipts
Tax (Retail)

2.1 mills

0.47 mills

0.35 mills

348

500

Business Gross Receipts
Tax (Wholesale)

2.1 mills

0.47 mills

0.24 mills

348

775

Business Gross Receipts
Tax (Other)

2.1 mills

0.47 mills

0.28 mills

348

650

Tax

Resident Personal
Income Tax
Business
Net Income Tax

Note: Philadelphia Gross Receipts Tax Rate is now 1.9 mills
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headquarters, since high taxes are a clear disadvantage. As shown in the chart
on page 8, Philadelphia’s local tax rates exceed those of its suburban areas and
the average rate of the 20 largest cities in America.
Financial company Vanguard, major pharmaceutical companies, and other large
institutions have their headquarters located outside of Philadelphia in order to
avoid additional taxes. In order to increase urban competitiveness, Philadelphia
needs to adjust taxes to eliminate this disincentive. The Market Street East
corridor is a prime location for many of the new technology-based companies;
however, companies are turning to locations outside Philadelphia, along its
regional rail lines, to avoid paying these additional fees. Philadelphia has begun
to address its high business taxes, but must continue to readjust city taxes to
be closer to the national average.
INSTRUMENTAL REDEVLOPMENT PROPOSITIONS

“..companies are
turning to locations
outside Philadelphia,
along its regional rail
lines, to avoid paying
these additional fees.”

Amtrak released its updated vision for the Northeast Corridor in the summer of
2012. This vision included making Market East Station the city’s main rail hub
instead of 30th Street Station. Amtrak is suggesting this shift in order to speed
travel times; however, it would dramatically impact Philadelphia’s
redevelopment plans for the area. Alan Greenberger, the city’s deputy mayor
for economic development, explains,
...it creates a commercial hub for office buildings and other people
who need to be near the rail…but it also creates a desirability,
assuming we can respond with local transit, for more and extended
residential development within a reasonable transit reach of that
station.8
No one in Philadelphia wants to get too far ahead of Amtrak’s plans. However,
the city’s central location between New York and Washington, D.C. means that
improving the speed of Northeast Corridor transit benefits Philadelphia far
more than most other cities.
Along with the Convention Center, new hotels are helping to improve the
Market Street East area., and a new Home2Suites by Hilton is nearing
completion on the corner of 12th and Arch Street. Although its design is not as
grand as many Philadelphians would have hoped, the hotel will help generate
revenue in the Market Street East area. New hotels place more visitors in the
area, increasing foot traffic.
© 2013 The Philadelphia Real Estate Council
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“If a restaurateur such
as Starr were to bring
a new concept to the
Market Street East
area, it would help the
area immensely…”

The owners of The Gallery, in turn, should consider restructuring the shopping
mall’s layout and opening additional entrances directly into stores along
Market Street. This could increase the appeal of the Gallery to passersby and
eliminate some of the blank walls.
The area does not have enough restaurants and attractions, beyond Reading
Terminal Market, to meet the increased demand created by the Convention
Center and its supporting hotels. These additional hotels should spark demand
for restaurant seats and spur their development.
Additionally, the area has fewer residential buildings than other areas of the
city that fared better under redevelopment. Attracting new residents to the
area through the development of new or converted high-quality residential
buildings will help the area as well, increasing foot traffic and improving the
area’s ability to sustain more retail and dining offerings.

Starr Restaurants’ The
Continental. Source:
www.visitphilly.com

Restaurateur Steven Starr was instrumental in the rehabilitation and
rejuvenation of Old City, as we
know the area today, with
interesting and fashionable
restaurants, boutiques and art
galleries. Many credit Starr with
the reinvigoration of the entire
area
with
his
famous
Continental restaurant on the
corner of 2nd and Market. This
trendy,
unique
restaurant
concept brought patrons to the
Old City area and ignited further redevelopment efforts. Starr participated in a
similar rebirth of the 13th street area, from Chestnut to Locust. He brought El
Vez, a trendy American-Mexican restaurant, to 13th and Sansom. Since then,
many boutique owners and other restaurateurs have followed suit.
Their neighborhoods are now among the trendiest and most profitable areas of
Center City. If a restaurateur such as Starr were to bring a new concept to the
Market Street East area, it would help the area immensely—just as such
establishments have helped other troubled areas of the city.
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CONCLUSION
It remains to be seen if Philadelphia will be able to restore Market Street East
to its heyday in the early 1900s, when it boasted high-end retail and safe,
bustling streets. It is clear that there has been progress in rehabilitating the
area from its current condition, based on the new acquisitions of real estate in
the area and hotel development. The plan to create an Amtrak hub in Market
East would also help improve the area. Although there are numerous
indicators pointing towards a change in the area, Market Street East is still
hindered by the high city business taxes, vacant storefronts, and a relative
dearth of residential offerings. Philadelphia officials as well as private building
owners will need to work together to create a cohesive plan in order to fully
restore the area in the next decade.
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